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Hang header from backwall.
Slide together the sections of
the header, and fasten the latches.Hang light fixtures from top of backwall.

H2 HEADER
1 2 3

Unpack components.

  Attach the end of the
curved panels to the flat
panel with a U clip at the
top and bottom.  Stack the
upper flat panel on top of
the lower one.  It has pegs
that fit in corresponding
holes in the lower panel.
Install a pair of support
bars in the back.  They
have keyhole slots that
fit over the heads of
bolts sticking out of
the back of the panels.

Flex curved panels, and latch long
support rods.  Short support rods fold
down to fit in notches in long rods.

Rest countertop
on top of curved
panels.

RDC1 RADIUS DISPLAY CASE
1 2 43

Install diffusers.  The plastic strips  face down, and 
fit in the channels on the bottom of the header sides.
Tilt diffusers so they will fit through the opening,
raise, and let drop into place.

Slide together the sections of
the header sides, and fasten the latches.

Hang header sides between backwall and a
tower or display case.  (radius tower shown)
Attach light fixtures.

BH2 BRIDGE HEADER
1 2 3
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1 2 43shelf support
bracket

  Rest counter in place.
Insert left, right, and middle shelf 
support brackets between panels. Set 
upper panels down onto lower panels.

Unfold base panels.  The panels attach
to the backwall with velcro tabs.

A1 ALCOVE SHELF WITH AB  3 PANEL BASE

Unfold countertop and fasten latch on
underside.  Rest on floor, and use as a
template to position the backwall panels
at the proper angles.

BACKWALL
1 2 3

Position 
bottom panels 
(holes up). 
Adjust  panels 
so edges are 
even. Partially 
open one panel 
for stability.

Open backwall to 
desired 
configuration. 
Push only on 
bottom of system 
and maintain right 
angle on one 
panel to maintain 
stability while 
opening.

Stack the 
upper panels 
on the lower 
ones.  The 
pegs in the 
upper panels fit 
into 
corresponding 
holes in the 
lower panels.

Additional notes
If the unit has an alcove counter
that uses rear mount brackets, you
may wish to install those before
you stack the panels.  This will
require you to unfold the lower
panels before stacking.  An
assistant will be needed to help
you stack the panels.  Have one
person lift each side.  If you are
alone, you must stack the panels
before you unfold them.  You will
have to lift the upper panels
slightly after unfolding to get the
brackets in place.  Do this before
installing any headers.

Fold bottom panel section (the one with-
out pegs) into triangle.  Fasten bottom
with a U clip, and top with an H clip.Unfold panels.

Stack an upper panel section on the 
lower one.  It has pegs on the bottom
that correspond to holes on the top of
the lower section.  If this is going to be
a TT6, put a U clip on the top, and stop
here.  If it's a TT9, put an H clip on
top and continue on to the next step.

TT6 & TT9 TRIANGULAR TOWERS
1 2 43

FOR TT9 ONLY: Stack a third panel
section on the lower ones, and
secure with a U clip on top.
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Assemble the Triangular 
towers according to instruction 
box "TT6 TRIANGULAR 
TOWER." Start assembling 
the Backwalls from one end, 
according to instruction box 
"BACKWALL".  Fasten the 
Backwalls together with "U" 
and "H" clips.

3-D VIEW

PLAN VIEW

STEP 1.

As you reach to the 
Backwalls with the Alcove 
area, install the Alcove Top 
and Base, and Headers; That 
will assure the proper 
spacing.  Install these items 
per instruction boxes "A1 
ALCOVE SHELF WITH AB 3 
PANEL BASE", and "H2 
HEADER".

STEP 2.

Assemble the Radius 
Display Cases far 
enough from the 
Backwall to add the 
Bridge Headers.

STEP 3.
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